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Illinois Wesleyan Symphony Orchestra 
 
Finalist in the American Prize in Orchestral Performance 2016/17, the IWSO was 

founded in 1984 and is made up of students from music and non-music disciplines 

who have performed with many esteemed guest soloists. 

 

The ensemble has performed alongside various eminent musical personalities, 

including virtuoso string bassist Edgar Meyer and Grammy Award-Winning 

soprano Dawn Upshaw, who is also an Illinois Wesleyan alumna, and many 

others. Other distinguished guests that the ensemble has hosted throughout its 

tenure include Armando Ghitalla, Roger Roloff, and Laszlo Varga. In addition, 

IWSO has played in concert with the Volgograd Philharmonic Chamber Orchestra 

under the direction of Mr. Edward Serov and Peter Schickele. The Orchestra has 

performed on CBS’s Sunday Morning and participated in frequent tours 

throughout the United States. 

 

The annual Concerto-Aria concert showcases the school’s finest musicians by 

allowing them the opportunity to perform with the IWSO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sey Ahn 
 

A 2015 fellow of the American Academy of Conducting 
at the Aspen Music Festival, Sey Ahn is currently the 
Director of Symphony Orchestra and Wind Ensemble at 
Illinois Wesleyan University. Ahn has served as the 
Guest Conductor in Residence at Diamond Bar High 
School for over ten years, whose Symphony Orchestra 
has won numerous national accolades. Ahn is a frequent 
Evaluator and Clinician at the annual Music for All 
Festival held in Indianapolis. She has also been the 
Assistant Conductor of the Music for All Honor 
Orchestra of America since 2012. Ahn previously held 

the position of Music Director and Professor of Conducting at the University of 
California Santa Barbara. Ahn has worked extensively with young musicians in 
many youth orchestras around the country. She has been invited as a guest 
conductor of All-State Festivals in states such as Missouri, Louisiana, Kansas, 
Colorado, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Tennessee, Iowa, and Kentucky. Ahn 
has led orchestral performances in Walt Disney Concert Hall and Royce Hall in 
Los Angeles, Benedict Music Tent in Aspen, Hilbert Theater in Indianapolis and 
Alice Tully Hall in New York. 
 
Sey Ahn earned a Bachelor of Music degree in piano performance from 
Northwestern University, where she studied piano with Alan Chow and James 
Giles, and started her conducting studies with Victor Yampolsky. She earned 
two Master of Music degrees, in piano and orchestral conducting, from the 
University of Southern California, where she studied piano with Norman 
Krieger, and conducting with Larry Livingston, She earned a Doctorate in 
orchestral conducting at the University of Kentucky, where she studied with 
John Nardolillo, and served as Assistant Conductor to the University of 
Kentucky Symphony Orchestra and University of Kentucky Opera Theatre. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Program 
                             

 
  

Andante Festivo        Jean Sibelius 
    (1865-1957) 
 
 
 

Brandenburg Concerto No. 3           Johann Sebastian Bach 
in G Major, BWV 1048            (1685-1750) 
 
 
 
Symphony No. 8 in B Minor, D. 759            Franz Schubert 
(“Unfinished Symphony”)                  (1797-1828) 
 
 
 
Enigma, Variations on an Original Theme             Edward Elgar 
Variation IX (“Nimrod”)          (1857-1934) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Program Notes 
 
Andante Festivo                                                  Jean Sibelius 
 
Andante Festivo is a single movement composition, originally scored for string 
quartet in 1922. Featuring the composer’s impassioned string writing, the 
unmistakable, hummable tune was made all the more luscious when Sibelius 
rescored the piece for string orchestra and timpani in 1938. Full-throated and 
hymnic, this piece is constructed as a smooth, continuous stream of similar 
melodic phrases that flow into and out of each other. A radio broadcast of the 
work from January 1, 1939, with Sibelius conducting, is the only recorded 
example of the composer interpreting one of his own works. 
 
(Note by Unknown, edited by Meghan Griffin) 
Duration: 5 minutes 
 
 
Brandenburg Concerto No. 3            Johann Sebastian Bach 
in G Major, BWV 1048  
 
The Concerto No. 3 in G Major, BWV 1048 was originally written for three 
violins, three violas, three celli, and basso continuo (including harpsichord), 
thereby excluding winds from this work. It is purported that the third concerto 
was written during Bach’s tenure in Weimar, due to its similarity to the “Italian 
Concerto” genre; Bach greatly favored and composed many pieces in this style 
while serving in Weimar. Since there are no winds and no obvious solo 
instrument, the role of ripieno (full ensemble) and concertino (small group of 
soloists) is blurred and perhaps best interpreted by the listener. 
 
(Written by Lori Newman, edited by Meghan Griffin) 
Duration: 12 minutes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Symphony No. 8 in B Minor, D. 759                      Franz Schubert 
(“Unfinished Symphony”)                     

In the fall of 1822, Schubert began a new symphony. He quickly completed two 
movements and began a third, a scherzo. He sketched out 129 measures of this 
scherzo and took the time to orchestrate the first nine. And then he stopped. The 
following year Schubert sent the manuscript to his friend Anselm Huttenbrenner, 
probably as a gesture of appreciation for Schubert’s having been awarded a 
diploma of honor by the Styrian Music Society of Graz, Austria, of which 
Huttenbrenner was a member. And at that point, Schubert apparently forgot about 
this symphony. He never mentioned it again. He never heard it performed. 
 
Despite its odd form – two moderately paced movements instead of the customary 
four at different tempi – the Symphony in B Minor is a fully satisfying musical 
and emotional experience. The Unfinished Symphony is built on some of the most 
singable tunes in classical music, yet Schubert can transform those melodies into 
dramatic music full of craggy attacks, epic monumentality and eerie silences. 
 
(Note by Eric Bromberger, edited by Meghan Griffin) 
Duration: 27 minutes 

 
Enigma, Variations on an Original Theme        Edward Elgar 
Variation IX (“Nimrod”) 

In 1898, after a hard day of teaching fiddle, Edward Elgar, a young musician from 
the English Midlands, relaxed by improvising melodies on the piano for the 
entertainment of his wife, Caroline. She was so intrigued by one of the themes 
that Edward improvised a number of variations on it, each illustrating the 
personality of someone the Elgars knew. 
 
Variation IX (Nimrod), the most loved of the variations— “Jaeger” is the German 
word for “hunter,” and Nimrod is the “mighty hunter” mentioned in Genesis 10. 
August Jaeger was a German-born musician of frail health and great soul who 
worked for the London music publishing house of Novello and who, more than 
anyone except Alice Elgar, sustained the composer through his frequent and 
severe periods of depression. “The Variation . . . is the record of a long summer 
evening talk, when my friend discoursed eloquently on the slow movements of 
Beethoven, and said that no one could approach Beethoven at his best in this field, 
a view with which I cordially concurred.” Jaeger, still young, died in 1909, and 
nearly twenty years later Elgar wrote: “His place has been occupied but never 
filled.” 
 
(Note by Anne Branch and Michael Steinberg, edited by Meghan Griffin) 
Duration: 4 minutes 



Personnel 

 
VIOLIN I 
Daria Dodonova 
Ethan Schuller 
Noelle Simms+ 
Alex Eby+ 
Barb Lemmon+ 
Eva Ferguson+ 
 
VIOLIN II 
Caleb Kosinski 
Oliwia Cieslak 
Michelle Lu 
Jazalyn Belz 
Itzel Mendoza 
Fred Moore+ 

 
VIOLA 
Isaiah Crews 
Julia Hilt 
Monique Isom 
Jonah Choi 
Robin Hurst 
Ella Escobedo+ 
 
CELLO 
Daria Van De Loo 
Kira Gurovich 
Kathryn Jefferson 
Jordan Bach 
Mars Mulvin 
 
BASS 
Meghan Griffin 
Jasil Olabode 
John Lovingood 
 
 
 
 
+ indicates community member 
 

FLUTE 
Megan Fredrick 
Jae Hyun Moon+ 
Madison Booth+ 
 
OBOE 
Aaron Wilbert+ 
Anastasia Ervin+ 
 
CLARINET 
Braylee Parry 
Nathan Balester+ 
 
BASSOON 
Kate McHugh 
Veronica Ervin+ 
 
HORN 
Mary Monaghan+ 
Emily Wolski+ 
Nelson Ruiz+ 
Jessica Sheetz+ 
Nate Parson+ 
 
TRUMPET 
Ryan Mack 
Ryan Hobbs+ 
Kyle Mesa+ 
 
TROMBONE 
Lena Smith 
Andrew Danforth+ 
Ben Carrasquillo+ 
 
TUBA 
Dylan Propheter 
 
TIMPANI 
Brant Roberts+ 
 

 



 
Thank you for joining us for this performance! 

 
Ensemble Staff 

Meghan Griffin, Librarian 
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For more information about the Illinois Wesleyan 
Symphony Orchestra, email iwso@iwu.edu. 


